Manage Your
Cash with Precision
Cash automation provides tremendous
benefits to your bottom line. Knowing
which solution is right for your business is
where CashTech can help.
We are an agnostic retail cash handling
solution provider. It is our goal to deliver
cash management solutions which
will achieve the greatest return-oninvestment. We recommend the leading
cash management solutions available in
the North American marketplace.
Cash is still the most frequently used form of payment
(representing 30% of all transactions), particularly
for smaller transactions (where it’s 55%), according
to the Federal Reserve.
According to the Bank of Canada survey, 51% of all
sales transactions are done with cash in Canada.

The CashTech PRECISION Methodology includes:
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ollaboration in selecting the solution
that best fits your needs.
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valuating the data and providing a
detailed recommendation, complete
with business case and ROI.
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eview your current cash management
procedures and perform a thorough
time analysis.
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ntegration with your POS is an option
with most solutions, thus fully closing
the cash management loop.
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ptimizing your ROI with 3, 6 and
12 month reviews of your in-store
cash management procedures.
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ational service and maintenance
coverage including Polymer upgrades.

Discover the Value of Precision Cash Management
When it comes to the business of
managing your cash, precision is
paramount to your bottom line!
Eliminate the errors and discrepancies
which cost both time and money.
Small and mid-sized companies spend
more on back-office activities like
cash counting than large businesses.
On average, cash handling procedures
cost retailers up to 500 hours in
labour per month.
Retailers consider the security of
their cash and labour management
to be the largest drivers of a cash
automation investment.

Cash is still a preferred
payment method in North
America.
Why do people prefer to pay with
cash?
 Convenience
 Privacy
 Speed
 Budget control
51% of all transactions are paid for with
cash in Canada and 30% in the U.S.
Cash is seen as a great budgeting tool and
more secure than other payment types.

To find out more about our products and services call
1.800.268.5457 (Canada) or 1.800.872.9433 (U.S.)
or visit cashtechcurrency.com

Benefits of a Smart Safe or Banknote
and Coin Recycler
 Decreased labor costs
 Optimized cash flow
 Improved security for both employees and customers
 Reduction/Elimination of internal cash shrinkage
 Reduction in armored car fees
 Increased operational efficiencies and accuracy
 Counterfeit detection
 Detailed reports and streamlined reconciliation

The CashTech Retail Solution

MANAGE YOUR CASH
WITH PRECISION

